Addendum No. 1 dated 14 August 2013

Pre-bid Meeting Minutes – Addendum No. 1

ITB-2013-216: Construction of the Building to house the Electrical Power Transformers at the JAIP Electrical Sub-Station in Jericho

Issue Date: 01 August 2013
Closing Date & time: 22 August 2013 @ 10 a.m.

Dear Bidders,

This correspondence pertaining to the above-mentioned project should be considered as an integral part of the tender documents. Below please find the UNDP/PAPP clarifications and an official reply to all inquiries raised by participant bidders following the pre-bid meeting/site visit which was held on 06 August 2013 at the JAIP temporary office in Jericho.

The following clarifications are considered as Addendum No. 1 to the Invitation to Bid, which shall be deemed to form and be read as part of the tender:

1. The original Bill of quantities (BoQ) is hereby replaced by a revised version, attached to this addendum. Interested bidders are therefore required to duly fill in / price and submit the revised version of the BoQ along with their bids. In case any bidder uses and submits the unrevised/original version of the Bill of quantities, this shall cause UNDP to reject his bid as unresponsive. In case both versions of the BoQ are submitted by the bidder, then UNDP shall consider only the revised BoQ version when evaluating his bid.

2. Securing water, electricity, and the like, needed for the construction activities, is the full and sole responsibility of the awarded contractor.

All other Terms and Conditions of ITB-2013-216 shall remain Unchanged.

Interested bidders shall acknowledge receipt of this addendum/pre-bid minutes by returning/including it, signed and stamped, with their bids.

For your kind attention and reference,

Khaled Shahwan

Officer in Charge of UNDP/PAPP
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

Attachment: Revised BoQ